
Boost your WordPress security while ensuring easy usability and 
seamless operations.

A Guide to
Securing Your WordPress Projects with 
PureDome

Statistically, WordPress 
Emerges as a Primary 
Target for Hackers

Much of the content found online relies on 
content management systems (CMS), and 
WordPress stands out as one of the most widely 
recognized platforms, powering an impressive 
43% of all websites worldwide. Its scalability, 
intuitive interface, and extensive customization 
options have positioned it as a market-leading 
CMS. However, with its increasing popularity, 
there's a corresponding rise in attention from 
cybercriminals.

Similar to any system, WordPress is susceptible to security vulnerabilities. It's important to 
distinguish between the security of WordPress itself and that of external factors like third-party 
plugins and extensions. 

43%

While many plugins come from reputable sources, the 
sheer volume increases the likelihood of exploitable 
weaknesses.

https://sunnyhq.io/blog/wordpress-powers-world/


Instances of using outdated WordPress software, nulled plugins, inadequate system 
administration, weak credentials management, and a lack of essential web and security 
knowledge among non-technical WordPress users contribute to keeping hackers one step ahead 
in their cybercrime efforts. Even prominent industry players occasionally overlook best practices, 
as evidenced by Reuters being hacked due to their use of an outdated WordPress version.



Fundamentally, security is not about perfectly secure systems. Such a thing might well be 
impractical or impossible to find and/or maintain. What security is, though, is risk reduction, not 
risk elimination. It’s about employing all the appropriate controls available to you, within reason, 
that allow you to improve your overall posture, reducing the odds of making yourself a target and 
subsequently getting hacked. – WordPress Security Codex 


Is WordPress 
Really Secure?
You're probably wondering: Is WordPress 
truly secure? In general, yes. However, 
WordPress often receives criticism for its 
perceived susceptibility to security 
vulnerabilities, leading some to question its 
suitability for business use. This reputation 
largely stems from users who persist in 
employing outdated security practices.

However, this doesn't mean 
vulnerabilities don’t exist. With 
WordPress powering almost half of all websites on the 
internet and countless theme and plugin combinations 
available, it's not surprising that vulnerabilities are present 
and continually being uncovered.

https://codex.wordpress.org/Hardening_WordPress%23What_is_Security.3F
https://w3techs.com/technologies/details/cm-wordpress/all/all


Security Challenges in WordPress

How you can tackle them 
with PureDome
As an open-source platform, WordPress benefits from a dynamic community dedicated 
to addressing vulnerabilities and improving security. Concerningly, these 
vulnerabilities aren't just theoretical; they pose real risks, potentially leading to data 
breaches and significant reputational harm. This underscores the urgent need for 
network administrators to prioritize robust website protection measures and overall 
WordPress security.

https://www.securityweek.com/1-million-wordpress-sites-impacted-by-exploited-plugin-vulnerability/


Compatible and Secure Plugins
Since many cyberattacks target vulnerabilities in WordPress plugins, ensuring that security 
plugins are configured effectively and updated is essential for protecting against common 
threats such as malware injections, brute force attacks, and unauthorized access attempts. 
Therefore, selecting security plugins compatible with the WordPress version and other 
installed plugins is crucial to maintaining a secure website

Concerns About Website Performance and Load Times
Large media files, inefficient coding practices, and heavy reliance on plugins can result in 
slow website performance and longer load times. This can lead to poor user experience, 
decreased visitor engagement, and negative impacts on search engine rankings.

Solution

PureDome offers a comprehensive solution to address the challenge of workload efficiency in WordPress 

development. By seamlessly integrating with the WordPress environment, PureDome safeguards source code 

and plugins while providing unparalleled security for clientele. As WordPress hosting and development experts, 

you can effectively manage site security efforts with PureDome, controlling access to internal resources 

through trusted IP addresses. By limiting access to only authorized connections, our platform significantly 

enhances website security, preventing unauthorized access and facilitating the adoption of a zero-trust 

security posture.

Vulnerability to Cyber Attacks
WordPress is a popular target for cyber attacks due to its widespread usage. Attackers 
can exploit WordPress core files and plugin vulnerabilities to gain unauthorized access, 
inject malicious code, or disrupt website functionality.

Challenge 1: 


Workload Efficiency

Issues with Plugins Affecting Platform Efficiency
While plugins extend the functionality of WordPress, they can also introduce vulnerabilities 
and performance issues. Poorly coded or outdated plugins may introduce conflict, leading 
to website crashes or slowdowns. Moreover, integrating multiple plugins into a WordPress 
site increases the risk of compatibility issues and conflicts. Using plugins from untrusted 
sources or with questionable code integrity can compromise website security and stability.



Ensuring Contractors Adhere to Security Protocols
Contractors hired for WordPress development may not always prioritize security best 
practices. Lack of awareness or oversight can introduce vulnerabilities or insecure 
coding practices, putting the website and client data at risk.

Challenge 2: 


Security Hygiene for Contractors

Implementing Proper User Permissions and 
Access Controls
Granting contractors access to sensitive WordPress files without proper controls can 
lead to data breaches or unauthorized modifications. Implementing role-based access 
control (RBAC) and regular audits can help mitigate these risks.

Solution

PureDome lets you gain granular control over contractor access and permissions, strengthening security 

hygiene across the development ecosystem. Our robust user management system enables WordPress agencies 

to enforce stringent security protocols seamlessly, mitigating risks associated with contractor onboarding and 

protecting sensitive client data.



Need for VPN Products to Assess Product Behavior
Testing the user experience of a WordPress site in different geographic markets 
requires tools such as VPNs to simulate user interactions from various locations. This 
ensures that the website functions correctly and provides a seamless experience for 
users worldwide.

Ensuring Website Accessibility and Functionality Across 
Different Markets
Adapting the website to cater to diverse markets' linguistic and cultural preferences is 
essential for reaching a global audience. This includes localization efforts, such as 
translating content and adjusting design elements to align with regional preferences.

Challenge 3: 


Product User Experience in Different Markets

Solution

PureDome's VPN integration empowers agencies to effortlessly assess product performance and user 

experience in diverse global markets. By leveraging our VPN solution, you can conduct comprehensive testing 

and optimization, ensuring seamless website accessibility and functionality across borders, thereby enhancing 

user satisfaction and market reach.



Ensuring Security Protocols for Managing Client Assets
Agencies entrusted with managing client assets, such as websites and sensitive data, 
must maintain robust security protocols. Failure to do so can result in data breaches, 
reputational damage, and legal consequences.

Challenge 4: 


Client Asset Security

Solution

PureDome ensures the security of client assets throughout the WordPress development process. Provisioning 

gateways for contractors, each with its unique IP address, ensures that internal assets such as your WordPress 

CMS are secured behind whitelisted IPs. These IPs can be configured through an allow list. These measures 

facilitate seamless access management, allowing for the quick enablement or disablement of contractor access 

without needing internal system adjustments. Moreover, the Admin panel allows for swift access revocation, 

immediately preventing individuals from reaching client assets when necessary.



How to Secure Access to WordPress Projects 
with PureDome?
Securing access to WordPress involves implementing various strategies and best practices 
beyond the platform itself. While WordPress security measures provide a strong foundation, 
additional security features are often necessary. 



Here are actionable ways you can take to strengthen the security of your 
WordPress environment:

Gateways
As you manage a team of remote developers, each 
dedicated to different aspects of your WordPress project, 
our Gateways feature allows you to fortify the security of 
your internal assets. You can effortlessly manage your 
remote teams by allocating unique IPs to each contractor 
and whitelisting them using a user-friendly admin panel, 
ensuring that only trusted individuals gain access to your 
resources. 

IdP Integration
By linking your PureDome console with your preferred 
IdP, you can streamline authentication and access 
management for team members, no matter where 
they’re working from. Through this integration, your 
admins can automate user provisioning and de-
provisioning from your IdP, preventing dormant former 
accounts from lingering access, ensuring a more 
secure, thorough, and stress-free access and role 
management experience for your WordPress files.

Device Posture Check
Protecting your critical resources is paramount in 
today's digital landscape. With our Device Posture 
Check feature, you can rest assured knowing that only 
devices meeting your specified security posture rules 
are granted access. Any device that doesn't meet your 
security standards? Automatically blocked, 
safeguarding your network from potential threats.

WordPress Plugin
Managing access controls shouldn't require a tech-
savvy background. That's why we've developed a user-
friendly WordPress plugin. Whether you're a seasoned 
developer or a novice admin, our plugin simplifies 
configuring IP whitelisting rules for your WordPress 
projects. It's like having a security guard tailored for 
your WordPress site, ensuring seamless and secure 
access management.



SSO and MFA
Implement single sign-on (SSO) and multi-factor 
authentication (MFA) solutions to enhance WordPress 
website security. SSO allows users to authenticate 
once and access multiple systems without separate 
logins. MFA adds a layer of security by requiring users 
to provide various verification factors beyond 
passwords. These solutions prevent unauthorized 
access to your WordPress resources.

Access Management 
Controls
Leverage access management controls to define who can access your WordPress website and their level of 
access. By assigning roles appropriately, you can restrict access to critical functions and sensitive information. 
Granular control over user access within your WordPress site enhances overall security.

Restrict Access to Trusted 
IP Addresses
Improve WordPress website security by allowing 
connections only from trusted IP addresses. Limiting 
access only to authorized connections prevents 
unauthorized individuals or bots from accessing the 
WordPress administrative area. Implementing IP 
Allowlisting is also vital for adopting a zero-trust 
security approach, emphasizing the importance of 
assessing individual security needs and recognizing 
potential constraints.



Wrapping Up
Ensuring the security of numerous WordPress websites is 
essential for both enterprises and agencies. Following best 
practices, conducting routine monitoring and testing, and 
utilizing specialized tools/plugins are critical measures in 
safeguarding digital assets from potential cyber threats in 
a time where securing your WordPress ecosystem 
requires continuous effort. 


